DEPARTMENTAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

WELCOME TO OUR LOCUMS:

- Dr Tim Preston will be in Small Animal Surgery Sept 10 – 21.
- Dr Maria Evola will be in Diagnostic Imaging Oct 1-14.
- Dr Tiffany Jagodich will be in Emergency & Critical Care Oct 1-13.
- Dr Satoko Nishimura will be in Cardiology October 1-26.

1. Our next DEPARTMENTAL FACULTY MEETING is scheduled to be held Friday, October 12, 2018 at 8:30-9:30 am in Room 2106 ANCC Bldg 49, CS Lounge. Please forward any agenda items to Carolyn Kerr or Linda Wing, and confirm your attendance by responding to the calendar invitation.

2. SEARCH COMMITTEES UPDATES - Ongoing Searches
   - Small Animal Surgery 3 yr CL Assistant Professor – in process
   - Medical Oncology Tenure Track Assistant or Associate Professor – in process
   - Diagnostic Imaging Tenure Track Assistant or Associate Professor – in progress, 2nd candidate, Dr Ryan Appleby is scheduled to interview October 3 & 4, 2018 – schedule will follow
   - Radiation Oncology 3 yr CL Assistant Professor – posted, open for applications
   - Cardiology Tenure Track Assistant or Associate Professor – Dr Shari Raheb will be interviewing on November 15 & 16, 2018 – schedule will follow

3. GRAND ROUNDS have started up again. The first seminar will be held September 19, 2018 at 8:30 – 9:30 am in Rm 1819 PAHL.

   Monica Jensen
   ‘Diagnostic imaging in a series of unusual hepatic vascular anomalies’

   Case Advisor: Alex zur Linden
   Program Advisor: Joanne Hewson
   Sarah Bernard
   ‘Just another Friday Lymphoma’

   Case Advisor: Samuel Hocker
   Program Advisor: Anthony Mutsaers

Updates to Links and all Corrections will be posted to the Clinical Studies Website: https://ovc.uoguelph.ca/clinical-studies/ Email news and updates to csevents@uoguelph.ca by Friday @ noon. Thanks!
4. UNITED WAY PLEDGE FORMS It’s that time of year again! Return your pledge sheet to Linda Wing ASAP (with or without a pledge) to be entered in the draws! The winner of the Clin Studies incentive prize will be drawn next Monday, September 24, 2018. The first University incentive draw will take place on September 26, 2018.

5. MEDICAL SLIPS FOR STUDENTS: DOCUMENTING STUDENTS’ ILLNESSES Please review the attached document regarding Medical Slips for students from Charlotte Yates, Provost and Vice-President (Academic)

6. KITCHEN REMINDER Dirty dishes are not to be left in the sink in either kitchen. Please remember to wash your dishes and return any borrowed cutlery and dishes to the kitchen drawers or cafeteria where they belong. A little housekeeping help along the way will keep our kitchens clean and accessible for all to use.

7. ESSENTIAL POWER NOTIFICATION The essential power will be down from 7:00 am – 8:00 am on Wednesday, September 19, 2018 while a new circuit breaker and outlet is installed in the freezer room.

UPCOMING DEADLINES, EVENTS & SEMINARS

8. Survey ends Tomorrow! During the summer a request was sent to faculty to participate in a survey about proficiency in assessing the quality of published medical literature. If you have already participated – thank you!
If you have not yet had a chance, the survey has taken an average of just 5 minutes to complete, and participants have a chance to win one of two $50 cafeteria gift cards as a token of our appreciation. You will also receive a brief summary of the results of the survey.
I have been involved in this project with Dale Lackeyram and Jeni Spencer of Open Ed as a pilot for a larger investigation into how Competency #9 is addressed in DVM curricula at OVC and elsewhere, and would very much appreciate your input. The survey is anonymous and only aggregate, de-identified data are available for analysis.
The survey will close at midnight Tuesday, September 18th, 2018. Thanks for your support – Brad Hanna

9. Annual Fire Drills The Ontario Fire Code requires that the University conduct annual fire drills to familiarize building occupants with the sound of the fire alarm and to practice safe evacuation procedures. The University’s policy requires that all occupants evacuate a building during a fire alarm, and it is imperative that all University students, faculty, staff and campus visitors comply. This year’s fire drills will begin on Monday, September 17, 2018 and will continue through the month and into the beginning of October (if needed).

10. 2018 Rabies Titre Clinics have been scheduled. See the attached poster. Clinic days are scheduled on September 26 & 27, 2018.
11. **Vendor Shows This Week** – ThermoFisher Scientific on September 18, 2018 and Biotech Connect on September 20, 2018. Check the links for more details.


13. The Office of Research is running a **Research in Focus Photo Contest** and have extended the deadline to **October 1, 2018**, open to all U of G faculty, staff and students. More info on the Office of Research website https://www.uoguelph.ca/research/research-focus-photo-contest

14. **OVC Community Meeting** will be held October 2, 2018 at 12:30 pm in Room 1800 PAHL, hosted by Dean Wichtel. Mark your calendars and plan to attend.

15. **Faculty Pension Plan Seminar** All Faculty are invited to attend the Faculty Pension Plan seminar presentation by UGFA on October 10, 2018 at 12:30 pm in Room 2106 ANCC. Mark your calendars!

16. **Wellness@Work Update** The start of the school year is officially here and there is an exciting buzz all around campus! Curious what Wellness@Work has been up to this summer? Check out a **recent update on how U of G is taking a positive focus forward** since receiving the Wellness@Work survey results and recommendations. There are a number of opportunities throughout September to help you stay on track:
   - Don’t miss a chance to **sign-up for the FHT to Move Activity Challenge**, starting September 21st.
   - **September 18th**- Financial Wellness Seminar: Leveraging your Home Equity to Achieve your Goals
   - **September 19th**- Blood Donor Clinic. Give the gift of life to another person by donating blood.
   - **September 21st**- Priority and Workload Management for Staff
   - **September 21st**- Professionalism in the Workplace
   - **Healthy Workplace Month Calendar** for October

17. **Organizational Health/Wellness Workshop** presented by Dr Michael Kaufmann is scheduled on October 31, 2018. Kaufmann Part 1 & Kaufmann Part 2 Contact Carolyn or Linda to reserve your spot.

18. **Graduate Awards Important Dates for 2018-2019** have been posted to the Clinical Studies website, under Scholarship, Award and Funding Opportunities. Link to Dates Vanier CGS and CIHR Doctoral application deadline dates are this week!

19. **2018-2019 OMAFRA-UofG Research Program Tier 1 call for Letter of Intents (LOI)** applications are now open (As of Sept 11, 2018). 2018-2019 OMAFRA Consolidated Priorities document and Research Program Contacts (for...
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contact information for OMAFRA RAs or UofG RPDs) are available on our OMAFRA - UofG Partnership website.

***Please note Researchers should submit their LOIs prior to the deadline, even if they are waiting for departmental signatures on the required OR-5 Form, and are unable to include the signed OR-5 at the time of the LOI application deadline. Any follow up submissions of OR-5 forms only, can be sent to e-mail: rescoord@uoguelph.ca

2018-2019 OMAFRA-UofG Research Program Tier I Letter of Intents (LOI) submissions are to be submitted through the RMS Researcher workbench prior to 12pm (Noon) on Thursday, October 25, 2018.

For further support with your LOI application or to request RMS support, please contact Tania Etienne or Jack Mallon, Research Programs Coordinators, OMAFRA-UofG Partnership at the details below or by e-mail: rescoord@uoguelph.ca

The OMAFRA-UofG Research Program team - Office of Research (Agri-Food Partnership), UofG

Tania Étienne | t: 519.826.4198
Research Programs Coordinator, OMAFRA-UofG Partnership, Univ of Guelph

Jack Mallon | t: 519.826.7228
Research Programs Coordinator, Office of Research (Agri-Food Partnership)
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